
St. Petersburg Tour Report 
 
Thursday 10th May 
 
The day had finally come. 18 men set forth on their journey to represent GC Rugby 7s (aka 
‘The Swiss Guards’) and Switzerland at the European Club Rugby 7s Championships in St. 
Petersburg, Russia. Pre-tournament injuries meant that some men who originally signed up 
for sightseeing and other Russian shenanigans have had to step up and play a role in the 
tournament itself. They ended up becoming the breakout stars of the tournament, but more 
on that later.  
 
After a short pre-tour lunch at the world famous Zeughauskeller by some of the touring party, 
all 18 men, some fit for the 7s game, others fit enough to make the walk to the stadium, met 
at Zurich Airport’s illustrious establishment ‘Bye-Bye Bar’ to greet one another, exchange 
beers and pleasantries and begin their journey East. Our youngest touring member, Leo ‘I 
love the Midland Hawks and the Swiss Guards (when it matters)’ Luginbühl was awarded the 
tour mascot that he had to carry around at all times (he was punished multiple time for not 
doing so), Lionel the Lion. Sporting our dapper Phaidon International sponsored tour 
merchandise, we comfortably made it through security check and began the orders at Burger 
King on the other side. Refreshed and refuelled, we boarded the plane to St. Petersburg via. 
a delightful stopover in Riga. The plane journey to Riga was short and efficient - a bit like Andri 
Koeferli in bed I’ve heard - with refreshments keeping everyone excited, rowdy and chatty. 
John, with encouragements from his refreshments earlier in the day, attempted to interact with 
a Latvian lady, but his poor English wasn’t enough to join the mile-high club. Riga Airport was 
beautiful, it offered more toilets than bars, but luckily there were enough areas to replenish 
our thirst. A brief stopover meant we quickly made our way onto the Bombardier Dash 8, an 
exciting piece of turbo-propeller engineering. Sitting on the plane, we were given a brief 
engineering lesson by our Economics student, Nico Scharenac, who informed us that because 
the plane was propeller-driven, unlike the fuel-guzzling turbojet and turbofan engines typically 
seen on conventional Airbus and Boeing airplanes, it did not use any fuel. With a clean 
conscience, knowing we were helping the environment, we turned our attention back to the 
refreshments offered for purchase by Air Baltic and loudly chatted our way into Russia - not 
before we got a pilot announcement over the speaker system that the entire Air Baltic crew 
“Wish the Swiss rugby team the best of luck at their 7s tournament”. 
 
We were greeted on Soviet soil by our sultry chaperone Eugenia who effortlessly guided us 
to our waiting coach to the hotel. At this stage, the players made their way to their allocated 
rooms for a good night's rest in preparation for the tournament ahead. After sampling some of 
the local vodka in the hotel lobby, some of the more “experienced” members of the party 
decided on a scouting trip of St. Petersburg for research and information purposes. Reports 
came back (circa 6am) that the city was welcoming, the locals friendly, and the licensed 
premises balloon filled.  
 

 

 

Friday 11th May 
 
Friday’s schedule looked slim. We had our introduction meeting with the lovely Lyuba 
scheduled in the morning at 10am sharp and then straight after got the coach to the stadium 
for our designated 30-minute training session at 11:40. Fines for being late already have been 
given to the experienced members who went for the early morning scouting session and did 
not show up for the team breakfast or the introductory meeting. Already at training it was 
obvious that the otherwise solid 7s players from “the British squad” were the guys we couldn’t 



rely on over the weekend. Finlay “Big” Small and his drinking companion Hugh “sidestep” 
Hudjanickabollockov were curing their enormous first hangovers in this training session. As a 
side note, coach Sylvain had banned Johnny boy for running with us as we do not want to 
look like clowns. As Hughy finally managed to catch his first pass - he injured his ankle while 
trying to sidestep Norman, well known as Hodor the conqueror. It was then back to the hotel 
for a well-deserved lunch before the afternoon activities.  
 
A leisurely stroll through St. Petersburg was taken in the afternoon, viewing the sites with the 
entire touring party eventually meeting via different routes/methods of transport at the 
astounding Hermitage museum building. The backdrop of the highly impressive Palace 
Square was the perfect setting for some team photos and PR. With sightseeing done, a 
majority of the group wanted to utilise our once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and went to see if the 
beer served at the local Irish pub was any different to Switzerland. Others, not as keen, went 
next door to a hipster café (кафе) for a coffee, cheesecake and a light gossip session. 3 cheap 
students utilised the falling Ruble and the strong FX rate to get a cheap haircut in a newly 
refurbished room-turned-barber of what once was surely a building for the highest middle-
classed comrades during the Soviet era. English was not the barber’s forté, and unfortunately 
neither was Russian for the penniless students. Using the advantages of the internet, back 
and forth conversation was made using Google Translate. A superb jone done by the barber, 
7 francs later and 2 from 3 heads having been cut and styled (the barber closed before poor, 
little Leo could sort his Jimmy Neutron-like hairstyle), the students returned to collect the boys 
at the coffee shop and pub. 
 
There was still time before we had to be at the hotel in time to leave for our arranged dinner 
and the touring group were at a crossroads on what to do next. Some stayed in the pub, 
continuously tasting the various beers and stunned at their similarity to the similarly labelled 
beers found in Switzerland, whilst others decided to continue to look at some cultural sites St. 
Petersburg had to offer. The others continued sightseeing led to the ‘Church of the Saviour on 
Spilled Blood’, a wonderful piece of architecture and design. The food stand next to it made a 
banging beef burger too. Fuelled up on culture and beef burgers, the Crew of Camera-wielding 
Culture Party (CCCP) snaked through the market streets bargaining for commemorative t-
shirts of the great leader, Vladimir Putin, riding a bear topless, before slowly making their way 
to “2 Rossi Street”, a road dubbed to be completely symmetrical. Photos were taken for 
Instagram, Snapchat and r/ArchitectsGoneWild on Reddit until Sylvain realised he had to get 
back to the hotel for the coaches meeting starting 5 minutes later. He did not, and trusted 
others to do his job for him. Luckily for him, someone did, and the CCCP continued their 
sightseeing for a couple more hours before returning to the hotel ready for some dinner. 
 
The evening meal was arranged by our ever-helpful chaperone at restaurant Tsar. All 
grumbling concerns regarding this choice were dispelled instantly as we walked into the 
grandest of soviet dining rooms complete with Russian schooled ballerinas and opera singers 
to entertain us throughout our dining experience. A specific highlight would have been the 
regal throne style toilet, very comfortable. Once the team were fed and watered, the team 
returned to hotel rooms already focusing on the following days objectives. Again, some of the 
more “experienced” tourers decided to confirm previous reports on the city’s evening 
entertainment and headed out into the night. Norman, as he had continued to do for the rest 
of the trip, ditched everyone and organised a private tour of the city. Again, the reports came 
back positive (circa 6am) that St Petersburg was “welcoming, friendly and balloon filled”.  
 
Saturday 12th May 
 
An 8am breakfast time was set and the boys (with only a few snoozing exceptions) made it 
down with a determined nod to their comrades. The next rendezvous was 9am in the lobby 
for the coach to the tournament. A short walk from the coach park to the increasingly full 



Petrovsky Stadium was enough to put a step in all 18 men. Already some of the “soon to be” 
GCZ fans were asking for autographs and topless selfies, with special attention given to our 
own genetically modified Ivan Drago wearing the number 4. The team then relaxed in the team 
tent, complete with massage table, ice bath (oil drum) and frequently replenished water in 
mental preparation for what was to come.  
 
Our first match of the competition was against the burly Belarusians from Busly at 11:28. Blue 
skies greeted the “Swiss Guards” onto the field and nerves were tingling, 7s is a quick game 
and it could go either way. The Swiss Guards started amazingly with strong crash balls and 
swish passing led to a line break by our Oli “Mr. Non-Offensive” Dias-Lalcaca who galloped to 
the try line waiting to score GC’s first points on the European circuit. Metres from the line the 
Belarusians had other thoughts and grabbed poor Oli by the collar and clotheslined him to the 
floor. Penalty-try. 7-0. Belarusians hit straight back before Julien ‘Juju’ Weill, making an 
invitational appearance for the Swiss Guards, executed his classic ‘show and go’ to cross over 
the line. 19-14 at half time for the Belarusians. Coach Sylvain Coutu made his halftime 
changes to great effect. Two conventional 15-a-side props were now on the pitch and the 
Belarusians got surprised by the efficiency and the speed of these overgrown players. The 
almost entirely new team in the second half caused mayhem and ran over clear winner with 
tries from the Visser brothers. A great start to the tournament. 
 
The second of the Zurich team’s matches was against the host club St. Petersburg at 14:02. 
This was, some would say coincidentally timed (like a well-managed Russian election) to 
proceed the grand opening ceremony. This ensured maximum supporters for this robust 
challenge. The St. Petersburg team have been preparing all year for the tournament and it 
told from the beginning. Calm distributions from side to side combined with missed tackles 
meant they could break through the middle and bundle over. Wakeup call for the Swiss Guards. 
A mistake at kickoff by the Leningradians meant our imported sensation Juju could make a 
swift breakaway. Play was quickly stopped after another assassination attempt on a British 
citizen in the form of Final Big-Small by the Russians during an off the ball incident meant 
penalty Swiss Guards and sin-bin Ruskis. The boys from Switzerland couldn’t make the 
numbers count and were inefficient on the ball and poor in their defensive structure. Rumour 
has it the worst tackler in the club, Tim Ravöuvöu, was handing out tackling advice before the 
game that may have led to the defensive downfall. Halftime and it was a bitter 0-21 deficit for 
our boys. Again, fresh legs from the bench emerged but the outcome of the game didn’t 
change. Experience counted today and the Russians had plenty of it and made their chances 
count. 0-40 full time. A good learning opportunity, nonetheless. 
 
Following the loss to the home team it was time for the opening ceremony. The teams were 
set to be introduced to the ever-growing crowd, Females with minimal clothing but large flags 
that had each team’s logo printed on it emerged from a tent. The next thing we heard was the 
deafening roar of 12 Harley Davidsons entering the stadium. What looked like the St 
Petersburg section of Hells Angels drove in to the stadium revving, picked up the girls and 
proceeded to drive around the stadium. Next, it was the players turn. To most we assumed 
we would just be introduced but instead, like the famous Olympians and elite athletes we all 
aspire to be, we were paraded around the stadium waving to our new Russian fans. Again, 
the announcer shouted out our name as we stepped out to an applause. Speeches were made 
by the deputy sports ministers of Russia, but unfortunately the hope to see Putin was not to 
be. And then came the national anthem. 100 young girls ran onto the field and started 
bellowing the anthem, and it was not long until some of the brightest members of the team 
realised what seemed to be a show of might by the Russians was actually just a pre-recorded 
song. The ceremony ended and everyone was in high spirits eagerly looking forward to the 
next game and for any future surprises.  
 



A lunch was then organised at 15:00 where the boys replenished their reserves and then 
returned to the tent. Thankfully our exceptionally patient medical team (huge thanks to Dr. 
Koeferli) was there to assist with strapping up body parts that were hanging limp or pointing 
in the wrong direction. Even though on paper John was supposed to be our doctor, we soon 
decided to switch to a more reliable Doctor as John was more a drunk in a doctor’s costume. 
 
The last game of the Saturday was scheduled for 16:58 against the Spanish (more accurately 
balaclava wearing Basque song singing Basques)-travelling Hernani. Siesta was over and 
one game was left before the Day 1 fiestas could start. The little speedy Pedro’s and 
Gonzalez’s from northern Spain were also a converted 7s side, making their trade more often 
in the top 15s league of Spain, but they had strong results against the group’s other opponents 
and were looking to top the group. A quick start by Hernani and they crossed the line early. 
Finally waking up, the Swiss Guards put on a strong period of pressure and were driving up 
to the try line before poor passing technique by the older of the Visser brothers led to the ball 
falling out of play and momentum lost. The Swiss Guards weren’t sticking to their tactics and 
sometimes getting the urge to overcommit in defence. The Basque boys broke on the wing 
and touched down again. At the stroke of halftime, they crossed again. 0-19. For the third time 
today, halftime brought in changes and a refreshed team looked to claw their way back into 
the game. A bright start led Andri to execute a 2v1 opportunity on the wing expertly and Julian 
Visser crossed the line for the Swiss Guard’s first points of the game. 5-19. Continued missed 
tackles proved costly and Hernani quickly pushed ahead again with a score under the posts. 
The Swiss Guards continued to fight and Finlay Big-Small popped the ball to Norman to barge 
over the line and begin his career as an international 7s superstar.  
 
The list is long, and the readers may have names in mind, but with his try, Norman Pedrini 
eclipses many, many GC Rugby team members past and present to score on the international 
7s circuit. For those who would like to eclipse the feat and learn from his experience and skills, 
he can be found at Allmend Brunau Tuesday’s and Thursday’s 18:00-20:00. Appointments 
only granted in advance. 
 
With the team still psyched up from Norman’s try, and the fulltime hooter buzzing, Hernani 
snuck in some points at the end. 10-29 FT. Day 1 done, time to clean up the tent and make 
our way back. 
 
The team returned, some walking proud, some hobbling more than when they arrived, back 
to the hotel. A shout-out on Saturday went to Hugh Hudjanickabollockov for being a full kit 
wanker and limping around in match kit as he would have played the whole day when his 
Friday training injury ruled him out of Day 1. 
 
It was time to relax before dinner, and the tourists all had individual strategies; some donned 
budgy smugglers and watched National Geographic in the jacuzzi, some scrutinized and 
studied the days match performances that were being streamed on YouTube, whilst others 
were content with watching European rugby to pick up any last minute tips. Others simply 
pleasured themselves furiously with the thought of the days adoring cheerleaders in mind. 
Following a hotel dinner, video analysis was held with Coach Carter highlighting key issues in 
the days performances. Fines were given to Tim, Finlay and Nico for not taking criticism well 
and spending the rest of the session sulking on their phones. Management was excused from 
analysis to concentrate on team logistics at Mollies Pub next door. Leo once again forgot to 
bring Lionel to the video analysis, which resulted in another fine for him. Then, without 
exception, all collapsed in bed dreaming of 7s cup success in the knowledge first up on 
Sunday was defending champions and Russian Olympic feeder team, Kuban in the Cup 
quarterfinals. 
 



Only one player wasn’t tired at all. He had skipped the video analysis from coach Sylvain to 
see the Finnish gulf. Seeing the sunrise with a lovely woman in his arm he brought back news 
already gathered the days before. Reports came back positive (circa 6am) that St Petersburg 
was “welcoming, friendly and romantic”.  
 
Sunday 13th May 
 
The team awoke on the finals days like well coiled springs. All rested and eager to put Swiss 
rugby even further on the map. After a hearty breakfast the coach left at 8:30 once again to 
the picturesque Petrovsky Island home of the Petrovsky Stadium.  
 
Zurich were playing in the first match of the day, the Cup quarter final at 10:00 against (without 
exaggeration) the well-defined Kuban team from Russia. Coach Sylvain reminded the team 
that the following game would be an incredible test, but also a great learning opportunity. 
Facing up against a team who have 5 players playing in the HSBC 7s World Series, the 
winning chances were small, but it was about learning and improving for the game that would 
follow next. Kuban ran out worthy winners, side-stepping, off-loading and hard-hitting their 
way to a comfortable 53-0 win. A worthy mention was coach Sylvain giving our tour ‘doctor’, 
old boy and keen bean a 2-minute runout to make his European 7s debut. A dropped ball, 
tripping over himself twice were the highlights of John-o as he came to realise the game hqe 
changed since he last played 7s as a young man on the lakeshores of Trawsfynydd. 
Nonetheless, John walked from the pitch grinning and Kuban made a special mention on their 
Instagram shocked at the ferocity a 46-year-old man showed them for those 2 minutes: 
 
The translation from Kuban’s Instagram post: “Quarter finals are passed with 53-0 , but the 
game won't be be remembered by this number, but from the fact that rugby is very cool 😎 
meet John, 46 , who is a playing-coach for the swiss squad.”. Maybe a bit wrong on the 
coaching aspect of John’s tour involvement, but a beautiful gesture by the Kuban boys. 
 
John ended the match on a high with that mention, but in typical John fashion he fell back 
down to Earth quickly. John’s body is approximately 70% alcohol, and as well know to many, 
too much alcohol can lead to illness and possible death with normal human bodies. John’s 
body reacts in a similar fashion when he drinks too much water. The body, not used to the 
clear, tasteless aqueous solution, would quickly reject it and shut down. Trying to fit in with the 
7s boys and drinking water, John’s body quickly had other thoughts and called an emergency 
stop. All the water returned from whence it came and John was down for the count. ‘Heat-
stroke’ he claimed… ‘water poisoning’ more like. He returned to the hotel to rest in the dark, 
hoping to recover in time for the gala dinner tonight. 
 
The loss to Kuban meant qualification for the Plate Competition and next up at 13:15 was the 
plate semi-final against (our now old rivals) Hernani. It would be another difficult game in 
heated conditions. The temperature pumping up to 28 degrees Celsius, 12 degrees higher 
than the average temperature of St. Petersburg in May. We had watched our previous match 
against Hernani the night before and knew the changes that we had to make to our setup to 
beat them. Finishing in the Plate final would’ve been a great achievement, given what the 
team has experienced in the past couple days. The Swiss Guards started brightly being 
defensively sound and not giving Hernani an opportunity to break. After 2 minutes of defending 
left-to-right, the Basque boys found a gap and managed to get the first points of the game. 
Confidence, however, was not shot. These things happen in rugby and now it was our turn to 
hit back. We were getting beat at the lineouts with Hernani being able to steal each one, thus 
each penalty was taken as quick taps. Bursting forward with the strong runners we had at our 
disposal, we edged closer to the Hernani line and on the stroke of halftime Juju crashed over 
under the posts to give a 7-5 lead. A great start. The second half was even-stevens. Both 
sides making gains and just missing out the final pass that would lead to a try. With 2 minutes 



left and the Swiss Guards deep in their 22, Hugh boots the ball up the field to give some space. 
Expertly charged down by Julian Visser, he takes the Hernani boy down 50 metres up the field 
and Hugh chases his kick well to get a penalty for the travelling Swiss. Selfishly, Tim didn’t 
consider the amount of energy the covering run took out of the Zurich backline and decided 
to tap and go. In an instant dose of karma, he got a dead leg from getting crunched by two 
Hernani players. The ball however, managed to get out of the ruck, but passing to a tiring 
backline meant mistakes occurred and a penalty was quickly conceded. Tim and Hugh on the 
ground, the Basque boys broke quick and scored near the end. Heads dropped at the missed 
opportunity and Hernani managed to score again quickly on the final buzzer. Having lead for 
a majority of the second half, it was a bitter defeat so close to the end. 5-19.  
 
A hearty lunch was then provided at 14:00 and as the boys chewed over their chicken with 
Russian gulag soup, thoughts turned to the last match of the competition.  
 
With a long break between the two games, the team split up and decided to explore the areas 
of the tournament grounds that were dedicated as ‘Fan Zones’. What more would the rugby 
children of St. Petersburg want than to meet their Swiss heros. Pictures were taken, 
autographs signed for the Russian fans with their alpine idols before it was evident that the 
Russian organisers had a playground with different games set-up. Determined to win off the 
field just as much as we were winning on the field, the boys pitted against each other in 
obstacle courses, bouncy castle fights and target practice. Everyone was a worthy winner. 
Others in the team stayed behind in the tent either resting or exchanging verbal pleasantries 
with the female organisers and volunteers as early preparation for the gala dinner. Andri 
Koeferli, topless already, decided to show his might and claimed a damsel to bench press in 
order to declare his love. It worked. He got his damsel as well as a nice gym session. 
 
Before the last game some of our injured players decided that they will go get some beers for 
after the end of the tournament. Luckily our newly made “hermanos” from Hernani Rugby Club 
accompanied us. Once they reached the store language barriers made it a funny shopping 
experience. The Basques bought half the shelf and the lady behind the counter couldn’t 
believe her eyes that the Europeans will be drinking more than the local Russians. After the 
Spaniards got their beers it was our turn. Nico showed the lady a number on his phone as his 
Russian was limited to only “hello”, “thank you” and “Where is the nearest adult entertainment 
establishment?”. As the lady thought that it might be a misunderstanding she called two other 
customers who then checked with us that we clearly only wanted six beers. Luckily, using 
hands, one can count to 60 by just pointing with your fingers. Misunderstandings were 
resolved, we got our 60 beers and the shop made the profit of the year with us.   
 
The last match Zurich played in Russia will go down in world rugby folklore. This was the 7th 
place play off at 16:02 against RC Steaua from Moldova. 
 
After the loss against Hernani it was time for our last game of the tournament. We had started 
with a win and wanted to end this incredible experience with a win. The usual pregame 
warmup proceeded, and as was custom from the Swiss Super 7s, a small dance as a team 
ended the warm-up to keep us loose. 
 
Maybe it was the pressure or just the end of a long tough tournament but we did not start well. 
Balls were not taken from the restart, which allowed the opposition possession, a few well-
placed grubber kicks behind and we were losing. It was not the performance that we had 
wanted to leave Russia with. Half time came and changes came on. The match continued as 
before, GC playing poorly and letting them walk over us. With injuries from the tour mounting 
up there was not a lot more that could be done. With around 3 minutes from full time Andri 
had to go off as a precautionary measure (recently back from an ACL injury), it was now 6 
against 7. Lawrence Visser had suffered heat-stroke moments before and came off earlier. 



The organisers placed rules early in the tournament to bar rolling substitutes, which your 
authors consider blasphemous and heinous. With injuries meaning the freshest legs were 
already on the field, a substitute could not be put in.  
 
Julian Visser made a break, did the usual Visser sideways run™, sidestepping and looking for 
the space for the last 15 metres the ball slipped from his hand. The referee blew his whistle 
for a knock-on. Unhappy with some previous decisions (it is bad spirit to complain at a referee. 
However, this lovely person had been seen in earlier matches shouting sarcastic comments 
about our team, and definitely did not seem the nicest or most unbiased person. This was 
confirmed at the gala dinner when it turns out no one wanted to talk to him while his 
compatriots were happy to drink and laugh with the teams, but I digress) Julian Visser made 
a sarcastic comment. Not having it, yellow card was drawn.  Penalty, a tap and go and with 
one less player and no sweeper the Eastern Europeans thumped the ball into our 22. Tom 
‘Macca’ McMann took one for the team and shoulder barged one of the chasing players. 
Penalty, yellow. It was chaos. ‘Are you not entertained’ was yelled by our passionate coach, 
some more expletives. 7 vs 4. Oli Dias, Hugh “insert last name here”, Norman Pedrini, Finlay 
Small. Against 7. First job, stop the try. A quick tap in our 22 and they started to shift the ball 
wide. Covering and running with the tails between our legs we squeezed them to the touch 
line, one of the larger players straightened up and broke the line, a covering tackle, a double 
movement and they had scored. Or so they thought. The referee gave GC a penalty, a chance 
to…. score? A glance between Hugh and Finlay on what should be done and it was agreed 
we PLAY! We play for the Zürich Lion, we play for everyone in Zürich, we play for our injured 
players, we play for our coach, we play for John Mansfield sleeping in his hotel room from 
heat-stroke, we play for the cheerleaders, we play for pride. And this mighty 4 did just that.  
 
Keeping it tight, and the same pattern occurred, one person taking it up, the next clearing the 
ruck, followed by a scrum half passing it to the outside player. Of course once the ball got to 
the outside player there was not much that could be done so we stepped back inside and 
made metres. Somehow half breaks were plentiful and the support was there in our tiny 5m 
channel. The crowd was roaring. We had made our way to the 40m, then somehow a big 
break from Hugh. He was hunted down, offloaded to Oli, was he through?? Alas the legs died 
and he too was hunted down but the ball was still alive thrown to Finlay. Again, no energy. 
With Norman clearing the rucks and carrying hard, we had made it to their 5m line. I would 
love to say this mighty 4 had scored, there were opportunities but playing 4 vs 7 is tough and 
the final sprint to score wasn't there. Eventually they won a penalty, even with a three man 
overlap, the opposition had enough and kicked it out. The brave players left the field shattered, 
but even with a loss they brought pride to Grasshoppers.  
 
One final meeting in our tent to summarise the games took place, it was a mix of slight 
disappointment to what we could have achieved and pride for what had been an incredible 
learning experience for everyone. As a group of players we saw how much more we need to 
push ourselves individually if we want to come back and compete, a lesson we hope to bring 
back to our 15s team to push on for the championship. Enough of the thoughtful reflection, it 
was time to enjoy it! 
 
With beers in hand we went back to the pitch and watched our hermanos (Hernani) battle it 
out against the Czechs for the plate (5th and 6th). The game ended and as we had done all 
tournament long the music played and we danced, Hernani and the Czechs joined in, 30+ 
players showing off their dancing skills, sharing drinks, and setting the place on fire one could 
even say it became intoxicatedddddd! We became internet celebrities, the Russians filmed us 
and the other teams and all over Russian instagram GC Rugby is there. The life of the party!  
 
Lionel (our lion mascot) found his father, Ivan Drago signed more autographs than he could 
bench, even one punch Wishart smiled. While watching the games we shared banter with the 



other teams. In between games we competed with the cheerleaders and won the crowds 
affection easily. We swapped shirts with Hernani, traded sunglasses for pins, and drank the 
imported Swiss Löwenbrau beer. Those who bought the beer assured us that this was all they 
had and no local beers were available. (Could it be fake news?) 
 
The closing ceremony was less grand, no bikes but still a party. Grasshopper was called out 
in 8th place the stadium erupted and the tournament was over. All that was left was some final 
group photos to mark this incredible opportunity. 
 
Finally, after the last autograph was signed, last fan selfie given, last chaperone bench press 
pumped, last welsh chat up line attempted, last dip in the ice bucket, last roll of tape applied, 
last tackle made, last handshake shook, it was time to prepare the minds for the next phase 
of the tour, or as was coined by the organisers “Extra Time dinner”.  
 
The boys returned to the hotel for an unheard of 30-minute turn around, from sweaty rugby 
shirt to suited and booted ready for dinner. But every player (with a few notable exceptions) 
did the team and country proud, with freshly pressed white shirts, club ties, and suitable chinos 
ready to once again be an ambassador for club and country.  
 
The “Extra Time” dinner was held at the Nahimov Hall, with all teams dressed to impressed 
ranging from tuxedos to eastern european tracksuit chique. Food and beer was plentiful as 
teams were presented with medals and awards. Team Manager Robbie gave an exceptionally 
composed and moving speech, that brought tears to the toughest soviet and belly fulls of 
laughter to anyone in ear shot, no mean feat when being translated. Following dinner, the 
band started and the boys came into their own, the Russian models only had eyes for the 
swiss team though, through their smart appearance, friendly demeanor and more importantly 
witty multi-cultural and multi-linguist banter. With such stellar snake tongue like anecdotes 
such as; “you haven't changed clothes… it doesn't matter, you still look pretty”, from our young 
nuclear physicist Andri “i hate wearing tops” Koeferli.  
 
One point to note, as a huge success of the tour, were the relationships made with other teams. 
Specifically, the Basque located Hernani on several occasions over a shot of (maybe vodka?) 
Zurich were invited to play them at the 15-man version of the sport, an offer i’m sure will be 
taken up.  
 
Time was called on the dinner, and the band started to wind up and pack away instruments, 
but a faint melodic singing could be heard outside the front of the hotel. It was soon apparent 
our superstar number 10 “Mr Big” had donned a Borat inspired mankini and with freely flowing 
genitalia was regaling the assembled masses of rugby players and chaperones with a rousing 
version of some well known rugby ballads. The performance was so mesmerising that the 
organiser who arrived to end the hilarity and get everyone home, decided to abandon the idea 
and join in with the final chorus.   
 
The coaches dropped the team off at the hotel, but that was frankly the beginning of the 
adventure, with every player organising transport to see what St Petersburg had to offer when 
the sun goes down. And by all, we mean all except Finlay “Borat” Small and Tim “500 new 
instagram followers and 3 marriage proposals” Voegtli, who suffice to say had maybe over 
stretched themselves at dinner and went for a “10 min” power nap never to be seen again that 
evening.  
 
It’s not usual for match reports to detail so much about the social stories surrounding a 
matchday or tour but this isn’t a usual match report. Buckle in, and let’s hope what is told next 
will get through the GC Committee Censor team because the night got messy and there were 
lots of stories: 



 
Already leaving the hotel to the club led to some confrontations and Liechti ablablablablababla 
blablablablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablab
lablablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablablabl
ablablaba but it was quickly resolved with only a small injury. News came back from the hotel 
where messages flew in that Tim blablablablablabablablablabla blabab la blabl bablab so as 
he blabla babla blab 
lablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabablablablabl
ablabablablablablablaba. Norman went on a mad bender and 
lablablabablablablablablabablablabla blab 
lablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabaablablaablablabl unsure what to do in that 
situation, the team blabblabblabblabblabblbl abblabblabblablabablablablablablabablablabla 
blab lablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabab.  Close call. First casualties went home. 
Stories flew in the next day of their taxi trips back. In a state of being power-wielding Swiss, 
some of the boys blablablalalalaablablblablabablabl blablabablablblablabablablablablablaba 
blablabla blab lablablabablablablablablabablablablablablabab. The taxi driver was not 
amused and some back and forth led to blblblbblablabablabl 
blablabablablblablabablablablablabablablablabablabl. Eventually the dust had settled and 
more boys came home full of stories from their adventures. They could still catch 1-2 hours of 
sleep before the trip home started and at around 7am things finally got quiet for a few hours. 
 
Monday 14th May 
 
With varying degrees of fuzzy heads, empty wallets, empty balls, empty stomachs, but with a 
universal lack of dignity, the assembled Zurich team met at 11am for what some would later 
be described as “the worst day of my life”. With a fond farewell wave to our chaperone the 
coach left the hotel for the final time to take us to the airport. A rather subdued affair than any 
of the other bus journeys over the last few weekends many curses were thrown at Fin and 
Tim for frankly being assholes and too loud following their 12-hour sleep while everyone else 
was out upholding the reputation of the country. Despite all time monitoring devices assuring 
everyone the flights home took the same amount of time as on the way there, it felt like an 
eternity. Several packs of strepsils and aspirin later the boys were standing collecting their 
luggage at Zurich airport. Emotional hugs were dished out, with a new and surprising 
motivation to win the Swiss Super 7s again this year, so we could do it all again.  
 

 

Appendix A - Fines (5 francs / 300 Rubles a fine) 
 
John - late/ late / late / late / late 
 
Norman - late / man left behind 
 
Tim - forget bag / phone / attire fine 
 
Oli - late / attire fine 
 
Weill - late / late 
 
J visser - late 
 
L visser - late / late 
 
Cam - late / late / late 



 
Fin - late / wrongful accusation / phone / lost phone 
 
Robbie - late / late 
 
Sylvain - wrong Polo/ late / attire fine / attire fine 
 
Andri - lost /wrong sunglasses / broken plate / late / forgot tights / coffee spill (over Julian) 
 
Nico - lost / late / phone 
 
Leo - lost Lionel / forgot Lionel / broke a chair / late / attire fine 
 
Hugh - full kit wanker 
 
Total Fines - CHF 225 
 
Special mention to: 
 
Liechti - No fines 
 
Tom - No fines 
 
Mischa - No fines 
 

 
Appendix B – Photos 
 

 
 



 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 


